
Doing More with Less

Best Practices for Leveraging Research Technology for Real-Time Insights 

Automating Curiosity



Today’s Insights Landscape

➔ For Consumers: 

→ Higher levels of uncertainty and anxiety 

➔ For Researchers: 

→ Tighter budgets

→ Less staff

→ Same insights demands



Where #ResTech Can Help
Doing more with less

➔ Time and cost savings 

➔ Streamlined workflow

➔ More frequent iterations

➔ Deeper analysis  for tailored insights

➔ On-demand support from research experts



The Concepts

VS



http://drive.google.com/file/d/1DWuFtSN7vdGllvSpg8w05oVB-icMT56J/view


http://drive.google.com/file/d/1qkp3Bfp03sFlzYNw1fiVACndi4cJB6Uj/view


Packaging Concept Test
And the winner is...

➔ Overall, the results were close and didn’t provide us with an 

obvious winner. 

➔ Concept A narrowly edged out Concept B for purchase 

intent. 

➔ Heatmaps confirmed that Concept A had more overall 

engagement and interaction. 



What Drives Engagement?  

➔From the heatmapping in our concept test, we can 
see that that Concept A had a higher rate of 
engagement. 



http://drive.google.com/file/d/1N61nP5mHtS8bzO9NuGf4ygoLBlCwb76W/view


Automated MaxDiff Analysis
What product features matter most to consumers? 

➔ Popular and best-selling cold brew beverages on the 

market are branded and sold as keto-friendly, dairy 

and gluten free, and fair trade…

➔ But, is that was consumers are asking for?



What Matters, and What Doesn’t?

➔We can can clearly see that certain product 
features- like a premium taste, affordable price, 
and natural ingredients- are far more impactful 
than others.



http://drive.google.com/file/d/1aiUSkGNor5w74BIS-W87Zh6V5BN8mVfd/view


Automated Market Segments
Backed by behavioral and psychographic data

➔ Based on questions surrounding overall anxiety, energy levels, 

and openness to trying cold brew coffee, 3 personas emerged.  

➔ Those at the extremes of the anxiety and energy spectrum were 

the most open to trying cold brew coffee. 



1. Concept tests won’t always give you clear-cut  answers.

2. By using multiple experiments in a single study, you can investigate 
multiple aspects of your product and avoid inconclusive results.

3. Digging deeper into your data allows you to uncover insights you might 
have otherwise missed. 

4. Psychographic and behavioral data can reveal more interesting segments.

Best Practice Takeaways:




